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Abstract
When authors of empirical science articles write abstracts, they employ a wide variety of distinct linguistic operations which
interact to condense and rephrase a subset of sentences from the source text. An on-going comparison of biological and biomedical
journal articles with their author-written abstracts is providing a basis for a more linguistically detailed model of abstract derivation
using syntactic representations of selected source sentences. The description makes use of rich dictionary information to formulate
paraphrasing rules of diﬀering degrees of generality, including some which are sublanguage-speciﬁc, and others which appear valid
in several languages when formulated using ‘‘lexical functions’’ to express important semantic relationships between lexical items.
Some paraphrase operations may use both lexical functions and rhetorical relations between sentences to reformulate larger chunks
of text in a concise abstract sentence. The descriptive framework is computable and utilizes existing linguistic resources.
 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
One of the most ambitious and longstanding goals of
natural language processing (NLP) is a computational
model of the process by which domain specialists for-
mulate succinct abstracts of learned journal articles.
Early work by Luhn [1], Edmundson [2] and others [3,4]
used term frequencies, cue phrases and location within
source text to identify the most signiﬁcant sentences for
automatic extraction. Extracted sentences were strung
together as a surrogate abstract.
1.1. Insuﬃciency of extracts as abstracts
Abstracts formed simply by sentence extraction had
some limited usefulness (e.g., to get the gist of an arti-
cle), but were found deﬁcient in several ways. For ex-
ample, even if all ‘‘important’’ sentences could be
extracted from the source, not all segments of an ex-
tracted sentence had equal importance for the abstract—
some further trimming was often required within the
sentence, requiring syntactic and semantic analysis.
Second, when extracted sentences were strung together,
they no longer formed a cohesive whole, because links
with previous source-text sentences due to pronouns and
other anaphoric (backward-referring) expressions were
no longer valid. A simple illustration is provided by
sentence (1), the second sentence of a current research
article, and one which might be chosen as the ﬁrst sen-
tence for an extract.
(1) . . .While the disease is generally assumed to be age re-
lated, there is evidence that health risk behaviors that
might be potentially modiﬁable are involved in its de-
velopment. . . . [Arthritis Res 2002, 4:112]
Pulled out of context, the anaphoric expressions the
disease and its would be cut oﬀ from their antecedent,
osteoarthritis, which occurs in the ﬁrst sentence of the
source text. A third problem found with the abstract-by-
extract was that it did not usually have the same overall
argumentation pattern and clear logical links of the
original. Words providing the logical connections be-
tween sentences might be left behind in the source text,
or else the connections might be falsely construed in the
extract. Some re-working of the sentences or their
fragments with new connectors was often called for in
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order to capture the logical ﬂow of the original text in
abbreviated form. Satisfactory methods to repair ex-
tracts with respect to any of these three problems have
been beyond the state of the art in NLP until recently.
1.2. Help from NLG and summarization research
New perspectives on automatic abstracting have
come in the past ﬁve years as part of the rapid growth of
research on the more general problem of text summa-
rization. Spurred by the surge in machine-readable texts
in cyberspace, and the need to select and summarize
texts for an increasing range of needs, summarization
research has drawn on the insights, methods and tools
developed over the past two decades by workers in
natural language generation (NLG).
NLG deals with the multi-stage process of planning
and realizing ﬂuent text, in English or another natural
language, from symbolic representations of speaker in-
tentions, database inputs, and other non-linguistic ma-
terial. In a typical implementation, NLG begins with
content planning, whereby the information to be com-
municated to the intended audience is selected and given
some global outline structure, based on principles such as
salience (‘‘most important ﬁrst’’), logical sequencing,
temporal ordering, etc. A second stage, sentence plan-
ning, may convert the outline of content to a speciﬁcation
of paragraphs and their sentences, using some semantic
or syntactic representation for the structures and word
choices for each sentence. The ﬁnal stage, realization,
consists of using the linguistic representations to inﬂect
the proper grammatical forms and order the words of the
output sentences. Anaphoric expressions may be planned
during the second stage, but the ﬁnal forms are usually
computed during realization. NLG may also anticipate
the coordinated presentation of text with graphics during
the planning process, and can use the semantic and
syntactic information to modulate text-to-speech output
for emphasis, pitch and timing. For an overview of
NLG and some applications in health care, see [5].
Empirical studies of text structure by researchers in
text planning have provided new approaches to solving
the sentence selection problem in summarization. These
include models of topic development through lexical
chains [6] and applications of Mann and Thompsons [7]
rhetorical structure theory (RST) [8]. RST accounts for
the persuasive force and expository coherence of texts
in terms of rhetorical relations which link two (occa-
sionally more) adjoining text segments. A set of about
two dozen postulated relations (e.g., Elaboration, Justi-
ﬁcation, Non-volitional Cause) is used to analyze the
writers intended links between individual clauses within
sentences, then between sentences to build longer seg-
ments, and so on until the whole text is represented by a
tree structure of links (nodes) and segments (leaves and
branches). Rhetorical relations are usually associated
with characteristic cue phrases in the text (e.g., for ex-
ample is a typical cue phrase for the Elaboration relation),
but sometimes the mere juxtaposition of two segments
carries an intended relation. For example, the sentence
sequence in (2) may convey an implicit relation called
Volitional Cause from the second sentence to the ﬁrst.
(2) He accepted the verdict. He didn’t see any point in
protesting.
½nucleus  Volitional Cause ½satellite
Most RST relations are binary, and link a nuclear seg-
ment, considered to be the more essential to the global
text purpose, with a satellite segment, whose text func-
tion is typically to increase the readers willingness to
accept the truth of the nucleus. To the extent that rhe-
torical structures can be identiﬁed in the source text
during automatic analysis, they provide a powerful tool
for pruning away less essential material (e.g., the satel-
lites), as well as for recreating the coherent eﬀect of the
source text within a much-reduced abstract.
Another contribution of NLG to summarization re-
search has come from work on generating anaphoric
expressions, which has improved our understanding of
how to resolve referential links in source texts and re-
produce them to guarantee text cohesion within ab-
stracts [9]. Among the many types of anaphoric
expression found in biomedical journals, we show four
of the most frequently used. The anaphoric expression is
given in bold, while its antecedent in the preceding
sentence is underscored. Note that the antecedent may
be a noun phrase, as in the ﬁrst three examples, or an
entire clause or sentence, as in the fourth example.
(3) Anaphoric pronouns:
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) encompasses a heter-
ogeneous group of chronic inﬂammatory diseases. . .. It is
classiﬁed into subgroups. . . [Arthritis Res 2002, 4:177]
(4) Partial repetition of noun phrase with speciﬁc deter-
miner (e.g., the, this, such, his):
We hypothesized that a proportion of T cells from
synovial fluid ðSF Þ of patients with JIA were activated
in situ by antigen-driven cell cycling. Such T cells would
be expected. . . [ibid:178]
(5) More general noun (hypernym2 of antecedent noun)
with speciﬁc determiner:
Osteoarthritis (OA) of the hip is a frequent source of
disability and pain in people over the age of 55 years.
2 A hypernym of a word, in one of its senses, is a word sense with
broader meaning. Thus the noun ﬂower is a hypernym of the nouns
rose, iris, etc., and the verb cook is a hypernym of the verbs bake,
fry, boil, etc. Hypernymy is a transitive, asymmetric and irreﬂexive
relation and hence provides a strong partial order in the lexicon. See
WordNet [10] for an electronic dictionary of English which indicates
hypernyms of words in a systematic way.
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While the disease is generally assumed to be age-re-
lated,. . . [Arthritis Res 2002, 4:112]
(6) Abstract noun (characterizing a result, hypothesis,
event, etc) with speciﬁc determiner:
MC proliferation was no greater in SF than in PB, con-
ﬁrming the observation made by. . .. This ﬁnding suggests
that . . . ; . . . [Arthritis Res 2002, 4:182]
1.3. Abstracts compared with news summaries
Despite the advances in text summarization research,
there has been relatively little emphasis to date on ap-
plying the new tools and techniques to scientiﬁc litera-
ture abstracting, where texts conform to the restrictions
of a sublanguage. Instead, much summarization re-
search has used newswire texts dealing with reports of
events. In such texts the topic matter is loosely deﬁned
from the viewpoint of semantics, grammar and lexicon,
and hence lacking in the tighter constraints and syste-
maticity of a sublanguage. Journalistic reports of events
are typically designed to be trimmed at the end, so fol-
low a principle of ordering by salience. Peer-reviewed
articles in experimental sciences are clearly a diﬀerent
kind of text. This genre exhibits an explicitly marked
global text structure of roughly ﬁve major parts, (e.g.,
Introduction/Background, Methods, Results, Discus-
sion, Conclusions), whose content tends to correspond
in predictable ways to the content of the abstracts.3
Science articles and their abstracts also present a
greater level of linguistic complexity than one usually
sees in news articles.4 Contributing to this are a large
and highly structured technical lexicon, wide range of
syntactic constructions, complex syntax, and a linguistic
distinction between science and metascience statements.
Science statements describe accepted facts, observations
and hypotheses in terms of domain objects and the re-
lations between them. Metascience statements explicitly
relate science statements to scientists (i.e., they relate
statements in the domain to human observers of the
domain). For example, in the ﬁrst sentence of (4) above
the clause underlined here is a science statement:
We hypothesized that a proportion of T cells from
synovial fluid ðSF Þ of patients with JIA were activated
in situ by antigen-driven cell cycling
The entire sentence containing this clause is a meta-
science statement, with the metascience verb hypothesize
taking the that-clause as its grammatical object. Just as
science writing takes care to distinguish the level at
which a statement is made, so must an NLP system use
the grammatical diﬀerences between science and meta-
science segments of text to correctly parse, interpret or
reformulate a science text.
1.4. Motivation and scope of our study
In this article I will summarize ongoing work at the
University of Montreal aimed at a better understanding
of the distinct linguistic processes used when authors re-
formulate and condense selected source text sentences
into journal abstracts. Thework ismotivated by our belief
that amore detailed description of the ‘‘nuts and bolts’’ of
the linguistic operations actually used (unconsciously) by
science abstract writers, and their conditions for appli-
cation, is a key requirement for progress in abstracting.
The most urgent need is to tease apart and represent the
various processes of reduction and paraphrase which in-
teract during the condensation of a set of selected full-text
sentences (ft-sentences) to form the corresponding ab-
stract sentences (ab-sentences). Science journal abstract-
ing represents an ideal place to observe the phenomenon
of approximate paraphrase, which is a recurring problem
in NLP applications ranging frommachine translation to
controlled language reformulation. By paraphrase, we
mean simply the relation of synonymy between sentences,
essentially from the viewpoint of truth conditions. Two
sentences (e.g. A technician measured blood ﬂow ()
Blood ﬂow was measured by a technician) are considered
full paraphrases if they are simultaneously true or false in
all possible situations. Paraphrases may diﬀer in their
order or emphasis of information, and hencemay diﬀer in
appropriateness at a given point in a text.We consider two
sentences to be approximate paraphrases in a given con-
text if their diﬀerences in meaning or truth value are
negligible for the purpose of the text at that point. In
practice, most paraphrases observed in abstracting are
quite approximate. Moreover, some paraphrase opera-
tions appear to be valid only in their particular sublan-
guage. A better understanding of paraphrase validity
within and across sublanguages could have practical
consequences and contribute to a better theory of lan-
guage as a carrier of information.5
In the next section I will use biomedical examples
based on several recent on-line journal articles to illus-
trate the kinds of condensation and paraphrase opera-
tions which our study covers.6 Section 3 provides a brief
3 Indeed, many science abstracts today are formatted, i.e., written
with an internal structure marked by explicit headings (e.g., Back-
ground, Results, Conclusion), which reduces but does not greatly
simplify the task of abstract composition. Some journals in biomed-
icine have recently reorganized the article sections to give Results and
Conclusions before Methods, resulting in a more journalistic style.
4 Educational testing has traditionally associated quite diﬀerent
quantitative measures of reading diﬃculty with the two genres, placing
scientiﬁc prose at the most diﬃcult extreme of materials used to test
reading proﬁciency.
5 Many aspects of meaning come into sharper focus in a sublan-
guage, giving these linguistic subsystems some of the same status in
linguistic research that fruitﬂies have enjoyed in the study of genetics.
6 Lack of specialized biomedical knowledge has limited my ability to
judge some paraphrase equivalences.
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introduction of the linguistic framework with which we
represent the essential features of the operations. Section
4 discusses both the potential and limitations of this
work in the context of operational models of abstracting
and other NLP tasks.
2. Condensation processes
Our most extensive investigation to date has been a
study of on-line journal articles in entomology and be-
havioral ecology. In a recent PhD project using a corpus
of 57 articles, Chuah [11] identiﬁed and categorized a
wide variety of processes used in condensing manually
selected sentences to author-written abstracts, where the
typical compression ratio of text to abstract is about
15:1. Several broad types of processes used in conden-
sation were described, which I will recast here slightly as:
(C1) lexically specialized substitutions of one word or
term by another, including use of synonyms and
semantically related words such as hypernyms;
(C2) structural paraphrases, involving the use of gram-
matical relations, such as the substitution of a
passive sentence for an active one (called ‘‘passiv-
ization’’);
(C3) non-recoverable deletions of meaning-bearing sen-
tence segments; and
(C4) semantic ‘‘aggregation’’ processes, whereby two or
more expressions are replaced by a semantically re-
lated, but more general, expression.7
The ﬁrst two types are basically paraphrastic, with no
major loss of information in the context of a well-formed
abstract (which must include proper anaphoric links).
The latter two types typically result in the loss of infor-
mation, through simple deletion or through some kind of
generalization. Not surprisingly, types (C3) and (C4) can
be seen as the major sources of text compression.8
I will not reproduce here the details of Chuahs tax-
onomy, but instead illustrate some important types
through the biomedical examples given below. More im-
portant is the surprising observation that no condensa-
tion process in the entomology corpus worked exclusively
to shorten the sentence or sentence segment of the ab-
stract. Some paraphrase mechanisms frequently acted in
the opposite direction that one would expect; i.e., they
increased the sentence length in the abstract, including
even cases of conjoined ft-sentences that are split into two
longer ab-sentences. It appears that in many such cases
the individual mechanism is working to set up the syn-
tactic environment for a more important (more global)
operation which shortens the overall abstract.
2.1. Local substitutions—a simple example
It sometimes happens that a sentence appearing in the
abstract of an article is nearly identical to a particular
sentence of the full text source. For example, (7a) ap-
pears in the Introduction section (ﬁrst paragraph, ﬁrst
sentence, coded as I-1-1) of an article in Arthritis Re-
search, while (7b) is the ﬁrst sentence from the corre-
sponding abstract (A-1). The derivation of the latter
sentence from the former can be seen as resulting from
(i) quasi-synonym replacement of major by main, and (ii)
replacement of cellular trigger by triggering element.
(7a) Tissue factor (TF) is a transmembrane glycoprotein
and the major cellular trigger of blood coagulation.
[I-1-1]
)
(7b) Tissue factor (TF) is a transmembrane glycoprotein
and the main triggering element of blood coagula-
tion. [A-1; Arthritis Res 2002, 4:190]
The ﬁrst substitution seems to be a valid one for general
English, provided it is used in the context of the deﬁnite
article (the major N 	 the main N). Note, however, that
the two adjectives (major, main) are not related by any
synonymy relationship according to WordNet [10], so
this important on-line resource may have limited use-
fulness in predicting the set of candidate substitutes
when grammatical context is not taken into account.
The second substitution operation, replacing the term
cellular trigger by triggering element could be analyzed
in two possible ways. If both expressions have term
status in the sublanguage, then triggering element is
acting as a more general (hypernym) replacement for
cellular trigger. Otherwise, the operation involves dele-
tion (see below) of a content word (cellular), resulting in
trigger, which then undergoes synonym replacement by
triggering element (which may be preferable in the ﬁrst
sentence of an abstract, because it is clearer to a casual
reader). In our study we are interested in identifying
such sublanguage-dependent multi-word term substitu-
tions, examining their generality (i.e, extending the list
of key words beyond trigger-ing, examining the role of
‘‘empty’’ hypernymic words such as element), and
identifying the conditions that favor such substitutions.
2.2. Paraphrase operations requiring structural descrip-
tion
Another kind of sublanguage-dependent paraphrastic
replacement can be found between the underlined por-
tions of the two sentences (8a) and (8b).
7 Syntactic aggregation, sometimes called conjunction reduction or
‘‘gapping,’’ is considered a structural paraphrase process.
8 Although there seems to be no consensus in the literature, I will use
the term condensation for the semantic aspects of re-expressing content
in more succinct form, and compression for the more superﬁcial
(‘‘syntactic’’) aspects, as measured in words, characters, etc.
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(8a) In the present study, we investigated the capacity
of TF to induce inflammation by injecting human
recombinant TF (rTF) into joint cavities of healthy
mice. [I-3-1]
)
(8b) In order to assess the proinflammatory capacity
of TF itself, the recombinant extracellular domain
of TF was injected intra-articularly into healthy
mice. [A-3; Arthritis Res 2002, 4:190–191]
This sentence pair shows quite well the simultaneous
application of deletion, local replacement and para-
phrase operations in the passage from ft-sentence to ab-
sentence. Aside from the simple deletion of in the present
study, there are at least ﬁve paraphrastic operations
taking place in concert on (8a) to produce (8b), at least
three of which require reference to grammatical rela-
tions in their rule statement:
(i) The verb assess is substituted for investigate. These
two verbs are not synonyms, but have closely related
meanings, and become quasi-synonyms in the context of
an abstract object noun such as capacity, relationship,
etc.
(ii) There is a paraphrase relationship between the
two underlined passages in (8a,b) involving the noun
capacity, which we might generalize and characterize as:
Ncap of Nagent to Vc Ninflam
ðthe capacity of TF to induce inflammationÞ
() pro-A0ðNinflamÞNcap of Nagent
ðthe proinflammatory capacity of TF Þ
where Ncap ¼ fcapacity; ability; potential; tendency; . . .g,
Nagent is a substance, Vc ¼ fcause; induce; trigger; . . .g,
Ninflam ¼ finflammation; . . .g, and A0 is a lexical func-
tion (see below) which computes the appropriate ad-
jectival form of its noun argument, where in particular,
A0ðinflammationÞ ¼ inflammatory.
(iii) In this example, human recombinant TF is re-
placed by the recombinant extracellular domain of TF, a
term which appears to be roughly equivalent in the
context.9 Further analysis of this term equivalence, and
other possible variant terms, requires domain knowl-
edge.
(iv) Within clinical and experimental medical su-
blanguages there appears to be a specialized and very
characteristic paraphrase relationship between: in-
ject. . .TF. . . into joint cavities of. . .mice, and inject. . .TF
intra-articularly into mice, which we might characterize
more generally as:
Vinject Ndrug into Nbodypart of Nsubject
ðinject TF into joint cavities of miceÞ
()
Vinject Ndrug intra-LatinateAdjðNbodypartÞ-ly into Nsubject
ðinject TF intra-articularly into miceÞ
where the lexical class Vinject contains inject and a few
other verbs taking the preposition into before their
indirect object. Here, we take LatinateAdj to be a lexi-
cal function which determines the Latin-based adjec-
tive corresponding to a bodypart noun. For example
LatinateAdjðskinÞ ¼ dermal and LatinateAdjðjointÞ ¼
articular.10
(v) Following the substitution of synonyms and other
paraphrastic forms of the four preceding types described
above in (i–iv), we would have (8a0):
(8a0) We assessed the proinﬂammatory capacity of TF by
injecting the recombinant extracellular domain of
TF intra-articularly into healthy mice.
We can now recognize a global quasi-paraphrase pat-
tern at the sentence level between the forms:
\we V1-ed X1 by ðourÞ V2-ing X2X3";
ðwe assessed the proinflammatory capacity of TF by injecting . . .
intra-articularly into healthy miceÞ
() \in orderðfor usÞ to V1X1;X2 was V2-ed X3ðby usÞ"
ðin order to assess the proinflammatory capacity of
TF ; . . . was injected . . . into healthy miceÞ
Given the past tense of the main clause and the
context of a journal article, both of the propositions:
we assessed the proinﬂammatory capacity of TF, and
we injected the recombinant extracellular domain of TF
intra-articularly into healthy mice
are claimed to be true by the authors. Moreover, the
latter proposition is seen as an enabling action for the
former. The detailed derivation of (8b) from (8a0) re-
quires several operations, including most importantly a
passivization of the second clause, and the (recoverable,
and hence paraphrastic) deletion of the agentive by-
phrase, which in the context refers to the experimenters.
The diﬀerence between (8a0) and (8b) can also be ana-
lyzed in terms of the rhetorical operators of RST. In the
former sentence, and in (8a) from which it is derived, the
dependent (second) clause can be seen in an Elaboration
relationship with the main clause, describing an impor-
tant methodological step in the assessment process. In
(8b), on the other hand, the viewpoint is slightly diﬀer-
ent, and the dependent (ﬁrst) clause is in the Purpose
relation to the nuclear main clause. We believe that
shifts in rhetorical patterning that occur as a part of
9 This term replacement adds the precision of extracellular domain
from a later sentence in the Methods section, while dropping human. A
deeper analysis should describe this shift in explicit attributes in terms
of distinct fusion and deletion operations.
10 The same lexical function can be used in local replacement
operations such as by mouth ¼ orally, which have a broader context of
application than the rule stated here.
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condensation operations will show some regularities
across domains, and will become an important topic of
our research.
2.3. Textual constraints on the abstract
One small but important remaining diﬀerence between
(8a) and (8b) not explained above is the addition of itself
in the ab-sentence (8b). This insertion cannot be ac-
counted for in terms of ft-sentence (8a), but rather re-
quires a deeper analysis going beyond our linguistic
framework. The ab-sentence which linked (7b) and (8b)
stated that TF was heretofore considered to occur in
consequence of inﬂammation, implying that it was not
considered as a direct causal factor. The addition of itself
underscores the shift of focus on the causal mechanism,
and would not be appropriate without the preceding ab-
sentence [A-2], which we show in context as Fig. 1.
A few summarization researchers, notably Enders-
Niggemeyer [12], have stressed the importance of in-
vestigating ‘‘textuality’’ properties in a summary. These
properties include the rhetorical relations, anaphora and
lexical choices that make a text cohesive.
2.4. Anaphora
An analysis of ft-sentences used to produce ab-sen-
tences will turn up cases such as (9a–c). In this example a
sentence from an abstract (9c) appears to be derived
primarily from the nuclear part of one ft-sentence, un-
derlined in (9b), in which the noun phrase SF and PB
has been replaced by the initial noun phrase in another
sentence (9a), with permutation of the conjuncts SF and
peripheral blood.
(9a) Forty-four paired samples of SF and peripheral blood
ðPBÞ were obtained during therapeutic arthrocente-
sis. . . [M-1-1]
(9b) Mononuclear cells ðMCsÞ were isolated from SF and
PB by the standard method of. . . [M-2-1]
)
(9c) Mononuclear cells were isolated from 44 paired
samples of peripheral blood and SF . [A-2; Arthri-
tis Res 2002, 4:177]
We could analyze this as a kind of syntactic aggregation
or fusion of two ft-sentences into one ab-sentence. Note,
however, that (9b) followed (9a) closely in the source
text (i.e., was in the next paragraph), and that SF and
PB is coreferential with forty-four paired samples of SF
and peripheral blood. If linguistic processing is able to
recover the full antecedent of such noun phrases (NPs)
prior to sentence selection (and allow for the permuta-
tion of the NP conjuncts), the condensation model will
become simpler. Thus SF and PB in (9b) is replaced by
its antecedent NP, underlined in the (9a), to give (9b0).
(9b0) Mononuclear cells (MCs) were isolated from forty-
four paired samples of SF and peripheral blood
(PB) by the standard method of . . ..
This expansion by antecedent replacement in the source
text now allows sentence (9b) to become the sole source
of abstract sentence (9c) through deletion of the by-
phrase, deletion of the acronyms in parentheses, and
permutation of SF and peripheral blood to give periph-
eral blood and SF.
It should also be pointed out that nouns such as
sample and specimen are transparent for many pur-
poses of co-reference. Hence sample of X can often be
replaced by X without confusion, as occurred in the
Results, Discussion and Conclusion sections of the
source article cited above. Indeed, after A-2, none of
the subsequent sentences in the same abstract talks
about samples of synovial ﬂuid (SF) and peripheral
blood, although it is clear that the generalization is
being made, strictly speaking, only over the samples
tested, as in (10):
(10) T cells from the SF of patients with JIA were highly
diﬀerentiated and. . . [A-9]
The point of these examples is to illustrate that both
source text and abstract have their separate cohesive text
structures. To properly build abstracts out of extracted
sentences requires recovery of the antecedents from the
anaphors in the source text (e.g., those in 9b from 9a),
and then assuring that appropriate anaphors in the ab-
stract are created as a function of the linkages within
that separate text.
2.5. Semantic aggregation
By semantic aggregation, we mean the use of a single
term or phrase to replace a conjunction of two or more
Fig. 1. Prior context in abstract for TF itself.
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terms, where there is a linguistic semantic relationship
between the source terms and the more general sub-
stitute. Sentence (11a), cited by Chuah ([11], p. 150),
appears in the methodology section of a journal on be-
havioral ecology, while (11b) occurs in the correspond-
ing abstract. Substantial reduction is achieved by
substituting 5-month for the details of the dates and
duration. The detailed information is lost, but repre-
sented in a more general form. In fact, the underlined
sequence of time adverbials is ﬁrst semantically aggre-
gated to something like over ﬁve months, which is then
converted to the adjectival 5-month as part of a sub-
sequent nominalization operation.
(11a) . . . trees were sampled five times at 1-month
intervals on 28 June; 30 July; 27 August; 24 September
and 29 October 1994. [M-4-6]
(11b) . . . in a 5-month ant-exclusion experiment. [A-3;
Oecologia 1997, 109:313]
We use the term semantic aggregation for any such cases
where one could plausibly use general linguistic knowl-
edge (e.g., that month is a hypernym of June, and of the
other named months) or sublanguage knowledge to
describe an aggregation process. Cases where non-lin-
guistic knowledge plays a crucial role in aggregating,
which could be called conceptual aggregation, lie be-
yond the scope of our study.
3. Linguistic representation of sentences and condensation
operations
Sparck Jones, in an authoritative overview of the
fundamental parameters of summarization [13], has re-
cently characterized a summary as ‘‘a reductive trans-
formation of source text to summary text through content
reduction by selection and or generalization on what is
important in the source.’’ She sees the basic processmodel
as consisting of three stages: (1) interpreting the source
text at some level of representation, (2) transforming the
source representation into a representation of the sum-
mary, (3) generation of the summary text from its repre-
sentation. Ideally, we suppose, the representations for
source text and target summary would be semantic in
nature. Not only the individual sentences of the source
text would contribute to the source representation, but
also inferences drawn from the literal interpretation of the
source using both domain knowledge and more general
forms of knowledge. This enriched text representation
would then serve as the basis for the selection and refor-
mulation of content for the summary, using the semantic
representation. From the semantic representation of the
summary one could apply text generation rules to pro-
duce a cohesive output text.
In the same article Spark Jones argues that NLP is
still incapable of deep analysis (approaching ‘‘under-
standing’’) of source texts, and should concentrate on
combinations of techniques that use current NLP tech-
nology. In practice, because of the lack of reliable
parsers and semantic interpreters for typically complex
texts, the representation of text on which step (2) oper-
ates is often simply the sentences themselves. Our lin-
guistic approach strives for an intermediate solution,
providing enough structural information about sen-
tences to deﬁne condensation operations, but assuming
little more than current syntactic parser technology, and
existing lexical resources.11 It therefore falls squarely in
the technology area targeted by Sparck Jones.
We assume that the sentence selection problem has
been solved, and that selected sentences can be analyzed
syntactically in suﬃcient number and with suﬃcient
precision to allow us to take those structures as a
starting point for condensation rules. We therefore use a
representation which has been shown to be computa-
tionally tractable as an output of existing parsers, and as
the input to some current text generation systems.
3.1. The Meaning-Text framework
As we observed in examples (8a,b) above, para-
phrasing operations can include structural manipula-
tions of one or more ft-sentences (e.g., the passivization
described in (v.)). To represent such operations over full
sentences and model them computationally, we are us-
ing the Meaning-Text Theory (MTT) framework of
Melcuk et al. [14]. Previously we used this framework
for generating stereotypical reports in English and
French sublanguages concerned with weather forecast-
ing and economic statistics [15–17]. MTT models have
been used for machine translation between structurally
divergent languages such as Russian-English [18] and
Korean-English [19], and for experiments in para-
phrasing technical English into AECMA Simpliﬁed
English [20]. The MTT framework presents several ad-
vantages for representing our linguistic processes during
condensation for abstracting:
• It provides a level of ‘‘deep’’ syntactic structure repre-
sentation (DSyntS), illustrated in Section 3.2, Fig. 3,
below. The DSyntS representation is covenient for
many of the paraphastic operations we wish to en-
code. The DSyntS represents meaning-bearing lexical
items as nodes on a dependency tree, and represents
grammatical relations (e.g., subject, object, indirect
object, attribute) between the items explicitly as con-
necting arcs (labeled I, II, III, ATTR respectively).
11 Current parsers are far from perfect, and may need to be trained
on sublanguage texts to approach reliability. Likewise, lexical re-
sources may need to be reorganized, adapted and extended for
sublanguage use. See the discussion in Section 4, and the ﬁnal footnote.
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Grammatical features such as tense, number, etc. are
expressed as lists of features attached to the lexical
nodes. Having lexical nodes facilitates the statement
of lexically speciﬁc paraphrases in terms of simple op-
erations on the tree structures.
• MTT uses a detailed relational lexicon, called the Ex-
planatory-Combinatorial Dictionary (ECD) contain-
ing, for each open class word, values for as many as
65 ‘‘lexical functions’’, which essentially point to se-
mantically related words in the lexicon [21]. Fig. 2
gives a sketch of some important parts of the lexical
entry for the noun surgery. The rich variety of lexical
functions is probably the distinguishing feature of the
MTT framework. Some important paraphrasing op-
erations can be stated much more generally in terms
of lexical functions in combination with the deep de-
pendency trees. Some of the paraphrase rules can be
stated in a form which is valid for multiple languages
(see [22] for a number of generally-stated paraphrase
operations with French examples). We illustrate two
such rules in (12a–c) below.
• DSyntS trees are a convenient formalism for express-
ing deletion operations that occur during the trans-
formation of ft-sentences to ab-sentences. For
example, in Fig. 3 below the by-phrase expressing
the agent (actor) of the sentence is linked to the main
verb of the sentence by the ATTR (attributive) rela-
tion. It gives redundant information and thus is delet-
able by simple tree trimming of the ATTR arc and
everything that depends from it;
• Formulating our abstracting operations on DSyntS
trees would allow us to use an existing rule develop-
ment environment (a modiﬁcation of the translation
rule environment used in [19]), as well as existing soft-
ware (e.g., RealPro) for realizing ﬁnal output sen-
tences from the DSyntS trees that result from
applying the paraphrasing operations.12
The ECD entry for surgery in Fig. 2 does not show other
linguistic information which is not pertinent here, such
as: (1) phonological properties of the lexeme and related
locutions, (2) a semantic description of the entry with a
decomposition into simpler lexemes, within a formal
notation, (3) syntactic complementation patterns, such
as the possible object types for verbs, speciﬁc comple-
ments for nouns and adjectives, etc. Such information is
relatively uncontroversial and known in other descrip-
tive approaches. Only the use of lexical functions and
dependency syntax is crucial to building our rules.
Whereas the full description of all lexical function
values for a word sense (lexeme) can be quite tedious for
some words in the general language, the ECD description
for the sublanguage usage of a lexeme is often simpler,
either because usage is more restricted or conventional-
ized, or because some functions lack values in the sub-
language.13
3.2. Use of lexical functions in paraphrasing
We now take a closer look at the kind of para-
phrasing rule which lexical functions make possible.
Consider the sentence pair (12,13) from the journal
Critical Care (2002, vol. 6, pp. 149 ﬀ). The derivation of
ab-sentence (13) from the Results ft-sentence (12) in-
volves, ﬁrst of all, ﬁve distinct deletion operations on
(12): (i) on the sentence adverbial overall; (ii) on the
Fig. 2. Fragment of ECD entry for surgery.
Fig. 3. Paraphrase rule R-Oper12 shown as a mapping between two
DSyntS structures.
12 See Section 1.2 for more about the realization process. RealPro
[23] is realization software in a development environment by CoGen-
Tex (www.cogentex.com) which outputs a grammatical English
sentence for each DSyntS accepted as input. It is licensed free to
academic researchers.
13 Much of the literature on lexical functions, including [22] focuses
on diﬃcult cases for lexical description. The four published volumes of
ECD for modern French covers fewer than a thousand entries,
including many problematic cases, but in greater detail than is required
for most aspects of NLP. It is important to note that several other
modern dictionaries, including The BBI Dictionary of English Word
Combinations [24], and the Kenkyusha Dictionary of English Collo-
cations [25], have been inspired by the ECD and include values for
several important lexical functions of many entries, without using the
ECD formalism. ECDs are under development around the world for
several languages including Russian, German, English and French.
Nevertheless, just as lexical descriptions for NLP must be made speciﬁc
to each sublanguage or family of sublanguages, so must ECDs be
developed or adapted for sublanguages. Our work on paraphrasing
will therefore contribute to this process of adapting and building ECDs
for biomedical domains.
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numeral 20, in presence of an alternative percentage
quantiﬁcation; (iii) on the non-restrictive relative clause,
which gives further information on the patients; (iv) on
the attributive adjective valvular, and (v) on the long
time-adverbial which concludes the sentence.
)
(13) Surgical intervention was performed in 60% of the
patients. . .
[A-9; Critical Care 2002, 5:149–154]
Application of the deletions on (12) results in sentence
(12a), which is still quite diﬀerent in structure from the
target sentence (13).14
(12a) 60% of the patients underwent surgery.
Sentences (12a) and (13) are clearly paraphrases, but it
requires more than simple syntactic operations to relate
one to the other. At this point, our MTT framework
oﬀers an important descriptive tool in the form of ex-
isting paraphrase rules expressed in terms of lexical
functions, which we can apply to bridge the gap between
such sentence pairs (cf. [22], 31–56). First, we present
one of these general rules, and then show how it applies
during the process of deriving (13) from (12a).
The verb perform is the value of a lexical function
Oper1 applied to the noun surgery. The basic meaning of
the value of the function Oper1 is do, but there is a more
professional way to say do surgery, soOper1 calculates the
appropriate (often idiosyncratic) verb to replace do,
namely perform. Analogously, there is a lexical function
Oper2 applicable to a nominal argument, N, whose value
is the appropriate (semantically passive) way to say have
N done/happen to one. For nouns such as surgery the ap-
propriate medical verb is undergo, but in a military con-
text, for argument nouns like resistance the value ofOper2
would be meet, as in meet strong resistance. The value of
the lexical function Oper1 applied to resistance gives the
verb put up. (The ECDcontains lexical function values for
each word as a part of the words dictionary entry.) Thus
sentences (14a,b) are semantic paraphrases15 in exactly
the same way as are (15a,b):
(14a) Surgeons performed surgery on 60% of the patients.
(14b) 60% of the patients underwent surgery by surgeons.
(15a) The town put up strong resistance against the Huns.
(15b) The Huns met strong resistance by/from the town.
There is always a potential paraphrase relation between
sentences of the two forms, independent of the gram-
matical features and dependent lexemes (e.g., modiﬁers)
of the nouns and the verbs determined by the Oper
functions:
The full statement of the general paraphrase rule
speciﬁes that the noun phrase headed by N1 must be
the grammatical subject (bottom node on arc labeled I
in the syntax tree) of the verb Oper1 (N2) whose
grammatical object (node on arc labeled II) is N2, etc.
This can be formulated in a succinct bidirectional rule
which applies to deep dependency syntactic structures
of sentences, which we call (R-Oper12). Note that the
preposition Prep2 does not need to appear in the rule.
This is because the appropriate preposition for the
indirect object (N3) of the verb Oper1 (N2) is a part of
the verb’s lexical entry. At the deep syntactic level, it
need not be represented, making for a simpler rule
statement.
Rule R-Oper12, shown in Fig. 3, works across a
variety of languages, as well as in their sublanguages,
with the condition that the two lexical functions Oper1
and Oper2 have values deﬁned for the same argument
noun (here N2).
Now we are in a position to ﬁt rule (R-Oper12) into
an overall sketch of the derivation of (13) from (12a).
First, we paraphrastically add the phrase by surgeons,
which is the default agent in this context. This gives us
(12b¼ 14b).
(12b) 60% of the patients underwent surgery by surgeons.
The DSyntS dependency tree representation of (12b) is
given in slightly abbreviated form in Fig. 4. This tree has
ﬁve lexical nodes, the topmost of which, Oper2 (surgery),
is speciﬁed indirectly in functional notation. Each lexical
node is accompanied by a set of grammatical features
(here written to the right of only three nodes, for lack of
space).
Now we have a sentence meeting the structural de-
scription speciﬁed in the right hand side of the para-
phrase rule (R-Oper12), and can apply this rule to
determine the corresponding left-side tree, giving (12c):
14 And already somewhat shorter! Would (12a) have suﬃced in the
abstract?
15 We consider a paraphrase pair to be a semantic paraphrase when
the two sentences do not make use of the exact same open-class words,
as in the two morphologically unrelated verbs (perform/undergo) which
distinguish (14a,b).
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(12c) Surgeons performed surgery in 60% of the patients.
A simple passive operation then gives us:
(12d) Surgery was performed by surgeons in 60% of the
patients
Our agentive phrase by surgeons can be paraphrastically
deleted (as it can be restored) without loss of informa-
tion in this context. At this point we can apply a
synonymic lexical function, Syn(surgery)¼ surgical in-
tervention to obtain:16
(13) Surgical intervention was performed in 60% of the
patients.
3.3. Lexical functions in rhetorical patterns of abstracts
The use of lexical functions in representing sentence
structures may have an additional use in building single
abstract sentences that preserve the rhetorical structure of
larger blocks of text in the source article. For example, the
two non-adjacent ft-sentences (16a,b) from the intro-
ductory section of an article inGenomeBiology have been
syntactically aggregated by making one into a dependent
clause for the other, among other operations, to give ab-
sentence (17). What interests us here is the relationship
between the underlined portions of (16a) and (17), espe-
cially the relationship between there is a need. . .. in the
former, and to fulﬁll the need. . . in the latter.
(16a) Consequently, there is a need to efficiently map the
positions of genes in somatic cell mutants. [I-1-6]
(16b) We therefore deﬁned and tested a radiation-hybrid
method for mapping the complementing genes in so-
matic cell hybrids using high-density array-CGH.
[I-3-3]
)
(17) To fulfill the need for more efficient gene mapping
in somatic cell mutants; we have developed a new
DNA microarray comparative genomic hybridization
(array-CGH) method that can rapidly and eﬃ-
ciently map the physical location of genes comple-
menting somatic cell mutants to a small candidate
genomic region.
[A-3; Genome Biology 2002, 3(6):research0026.1–
0026.7]
The relationship between the existence of something
abstract like a need, and the fulﬁllment of that abstract
requirement can be generally expressed as a relationship
between lexical functions. We use a standard lexical
function called Func0 to represent the appropriate verb
for existence, depending on the syntactic structure (e.g,
the need exists, there exists=is a need). Thus the syntactic
representation of (16a) using a DSyntS tree will have as
its root node the lexical function Func0(need). This is
similar to what we did in Fig. 3 using Oper2(surgery)
instead of undergo. Now in the case the initial clause of
sentence (17), a lexical function called Real1 represents
the appropriate verb denoting satisfaction (e.g., fulfill
the need). This allows us to state a general correspon-
dence rule between a sentences such as (16a), talking
about the existence of the abstract need, requirement,
etc., and a reformulated sentence or clause (e.g., the
initial clause of (17)) talking about fulﬁllment, satisfac-
tion, etc. of the same need, etc. The generality is
achieved by referring to the lexical function designation
of the verbs of the two sentences, instead of the verbs
themselves. Applying this rule allows us to build the
corresponding deep syntactic structure which can give
rise (after the realization process) to the sentence or
clause describing fulﬁllment, illustrated by the under-
lined portion of (17). In principle, this rule works for a
whole class of nouns like need, and should be valid
across multiple languages, because the same lexical
functions seem to exist in virtually all human languages
studied to date.
Note also that in the reformulation example given
here, the RST relation called Purpose links the initial
clause of (17) with the main clause of that sentence.
There is a similar RST relation holding between the
source text segments containing (16a,b). We can
therefore combine some insights from RST with the
lexical function mechanism of MTT to write a rule for
potential use in combining a sentence which states the
existence of a goal or problem of the research via
Func0 (e.g., 16a) with a sentence expressing the means
used to achieve the goal (e.g., 16b). The application of
the rule results in a complex ab-sentence which ex-
plicitly relates the goal to the work with a Purpose
surface-structure connective suggested by RST (e.g. (in
order) to). RST relations have been used to analyze
texts in French and several other languages. We can
16 There is also a separate possibility of paraphrase between perform
surgical intervention and intervene surgically. When many variants are
used in a sublanguage, a deep (multi-step) analysis may be required to
account for them all.
Fig. 4. DSyntS representation (abbreviated) of the sentence ‘‘60% of
the patients underwent surgery by surgeons.’’
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therefore hope to achieve some generality across lan-
guages by combining RST relations with lexical func-
tions in rules for abstracting. We are actively looking
for other types of reformulation rules which combine
two separate ft-sentences into a single ab-sentence us-
ing RST relations, and where lexical functions will al-
low a more general characterization of the clauses
being repackaged.
4. Discussion and conclusions
The work described here is related in various ways to
other ongoing research in paraphrase and medical text
processing. Lexical functions have been used in de-
scribing medical language for report generation by
Evens and colleagues [26]. Meaning-Text formalisms
have been used for paraphrase investigations for docu-
ment fusion [27]. Columbia Universitys PERSIVAL
project is developing patient-speciﬁc presentations of
medical literature passages to attending physicians, us-
ing NLG techniques to fuse information from several
documents [28]. Web-searchable documents in the nar-
row ﬁeld of bone marrow transplantation are being
analyzed from the viewpoint of several textual proper-
ties, including their rhetorical structure, with a view
towards automated summarization for speciﬁc purposes
in the SummIt-BMT project [12].
In several ways, our work on paraphrase mechanisms
builds on earlier research by Zellig Harris on discourse
analysis and sublanguage originating some four decades
ago (see [29] for results in a biomedical sublanguage).
Harrisoriginal idea of paraphrastic transformationwas a
key tool in his analysis of science texts. The notion that
sublanguage sentences could be analyzed, aligned and
mapped to a tabular form of the text-borne information
(information format) led to a fruitful line of development
work in NLG when applied to the reverse process of
generating stereotypical reports (e.g., weather forecasts,
stock market summaries, etc.) from relational databases
(see [30]). Choosing the proper paraphrase from among
various alternatives as a function of text position became
an important NLG subproblem, which has been carried
over into summarization work. Now that we are at-
tempting to understand the precise scope of (and possible
triggers for) each paraphrasing operation during ab-
stracting, we will need to examine patterns in the sub-
language word classes as the best source of clues.
Leaving aside the interest of the abstracting problem as
an intellectual challenge and rich ﬁeld for paraphrase re-
search, it is reasonable to ask how the work described
above would ﬁt into an eventual biomedical abstracting
application. A useful application may still be some years
away, but we can already see how some steps in the ab-
stracting process might be automated. Our working as-
sumption has been that the sentence selection problem for
journal abstracting in particular sciences is solvable
through a combination of existing statistical, lexical,
rhetorical cue and other techniques. Some 10–25% of the
sentences in a typical text might be selected initially with
these techniques, and contain nearly all of the content
required for human composition of an adequate abstract.
Another part of the problem, anaphora resolution in
the full source text, has received renewed attention re-
cently (cf [31], and [32]) for biomedical text), leading to
approaches which can be optimized for the genre of
experimental science articles and for particular sublan-
guages. As pointed out in Section 2.4 above, anaphora
resolution prior to sentence selection clariﬁes and sim-
pliﬁes the remaining condensation process. During
sentence selection, segments within selected sentences
are often marked with scores of their relative interest,
and these can be used to guide further trimming within
each sentence. It has long been known that certain types
of structures, including parenthetical expressions, non-
restrictive relative clauses, certain adverbials and com-
plement phrases, are good candidates for deletion, as
example (12) conﬁrms. The combination of sentence
selection and trimming might thus reduce a typical text
to 5–10% of its original size. Interest scores coming from
the selection process can combine with structural cues to
add certainty to the decision as to where to delete, as
well as where to generalize.
An important question is whether, or rather how soon,
the parsing of selected sentences, or the trimmed forms of
such sentences, can be carried out with suﬃcient reli-
ability to give the structural representations required for
application of our paraphrase operations. Research on
parsing medical texts has a long history (cf. [33]) and a
number of research projects are achieving reliable parses
using other formalisms. There is every reason to believe
that current techniques, some of which include training
the parser on a sublanguage corpus, are adequate to
provide parses at the level of ourDSyntS structures.17Our
primary focus is the conversion of one set of these struc-
tures, representing the selected and trimmed source text,
to another set, representing the intended abstract sentence
sequence. The problem of ‘‘realizing’’ a ﬂuent output text
from these structures, while not entirely solved, is prob-
ably the least diﬃcult of the component problems in the
overall process. Generators already exist for carrying out
this step, e.g., RealPro [23], although they have not yet
been tested on such complex material.
As mentioned earlier, there are two aspects of the lin-
guistic condensation problem which should be separated.
17 Experiments have been conducted in converting the output of
phrase structure and TAG parsers into DSyntS form in the context of
work on machine translation (see [34]). For information about current
parsing technology, see the web page of the special interest group for
parsing, Sigparse, in the Association for Computational Linguistics,
http://parlevink.cs.utwente.nl/sigparse/.
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First is the problem of identifying the various para-
phrastic and reductive operations which have applied in
particular texts, then making generalizations over them,
comparing their action across diﬀerent sublanguages,
and between comparable sublanguages of English and
French. This serves to improve the descriptive frame-
work and allow us to reconstruct a detailed trace of the
operational steps (whether applied consciously or not)
which a human author made in building an abstract. At
this descriptive level we try to identify the factors which
may have favored or allowed the application of the
operations, although it is often tedious to test our hy-
potheses by searching a larger corpus for similar cases.
A somewhat separate problem lies in building a more
predictive or deterministic model that could apply the
rules to a new source text (with sentences properly culled,
trimmed, and parsed), and calculate a reasonably small
set of optimal abstracts. (Presumably the term ‘‘reason-
ably small’’ is relative, and a function of our ability to
deﬁne ‘‘optimal’’). Whereas there are many avenues to
explore towards such a model, including use of the rhe-
torical structure of the source text, we have no illusions
about the complexity of the task. What seems certain is
that it cannot be attempted without a prior empirical
description of the individual condensation processes.
One could ask whether abstracts as we have known
them are on the way out, in favor of more demand-driven
user-oriented summaries that now seem possible, some of
which use less text and more multimedia support. While
the move away from text-only delivery may be one trend,
webelieve that the demand for ﬂexible summarizationwill
actually increase the need to understand the linguistic
processes used in traditional abstracts. Moreover, there
seem to be many new uses for reformulating and con-
densing text, ranging from delivery to hand-held devices
(to take an extreme case), to tutorial systems which need
to be fully conversant with professional norms for ex-
pressing content in various circumstances.
Finally, an increased understanding of paraphrasing
in professional sublanguages will also play a role in
other NLP tasks. Machine translation, for example,
often requires a prior reformulation of content which
mirrors some of the language-internal paraphrasing we
might do to clarify our meaning, even if ‘‘we dont
normally say it that way.’’ Somewhat similar is the
process of reformulating and essentially simplifying
technical and scientiﬁc language according to the norms
of a controlled language, to facilitate comprehension by
non-native speakers or non-experts.
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